We use liner-scaling tight-binding molecular dynamics to generate three structural models of bulk amorphous carbon with different atomic density. Amorphous carbon surfaces are then obtained by imposing tensile strain on these computer generated networks until fracture occurs. Our results show that for a given density, the formation energy of surfaces obtained with different tensile strains differ by only a few 10-l eV/atom and their structural properties are qualitatively similar. The presence of sp sites at the surface is observed at all densities, but with different values of the concentration. The surface thicknesses obtained in our simulations agree with experimental data. Furthermore we find that surface roughness increases with the amount of graphitic component in the bulk sample. The same trends of the macroscopic properties are obtained when using a two-center tight-binding Hamiltonian, an environmental dependent one, and first principles calculations.
I tion of the surface properties of this technological important material. Surface investigations are most relevant for many applications of a-C, ranging from wear resistant coatings for mechanical and biological applications [7] , to potential cold emitters for flat panel displays PI.
Experimentally, the a-C surface roughness has been studied using atomic force microscopy (AFM) [9-l 11 , and the sp3 site-density at the surface has been obtained with spatially resolved cross sectional EELS measurements [12] . Theoretical investigations are based on a variety of computational molecular-dynamics schemes, including first-principles and tight-binding Hamiltonians, as well as empirical potentials, and focus mainly on the generation of bulk a-C networks. To the best of our knowledge, only three studies of a-C surfaces have appeared in the literature so far [13- 151. The first study on a-C was done with an empirical Tersoff potential [13] by heating a carbon slap, another is a semiempirical study of an a-C computer-generated network, arbitrarily terminated in one direction with a sharp cut, thus generating a surface [14] ; the third reports about simulations of ion subplantation during the growth process of diamond-like carbon [15] .
In this paper we present the results of a series of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, done in a two-center tight-binding (TC-TB) [16] f ramework, aimed at modelling a-C surfaces of samples with various macroscopic atomic densities. These results are then compared with those obtained using an enviromental-dependent three-center tight-binding (ED-TB) scheme, and, for the case of a small network of 112 C atoms, are also checked against the results of self-consistent first-principles calculations. The results of all these calculations provide the same trends for the macroscopic structural properties of a-C surfaces and they compare well with available experimental data.
II. METHODS
The MD simulations have been performed with tight-binding (TB) Hamiltonians since they provide the simplest quantum mechanical description of chemical bonds and give direct ' access to electronic properties, contrary to investigations based on interatomic potentials. At each time step of the MD simulation, the electronic problem has been solved quantum mechanically using either the TC-TB Hamiltonian proposed in Ref. 1161 or the environmentaldependent (ED-TB) three-center one, proposed in Ref. [17] . Both hamiltonians have been obtained by fitting matrix elements to first principles calculations and are based on a simple, orthogonal, minimal basis set. In all calculations we have used a linear scaling method [18] so that we can handle relatively large systems (our periodically repeated supercells contain 512 carbon atoms) for total simulation times as long as 120 ps.
In our TC-TB simulations, we first generated bulk networks with varying sp2/sp3 ratio, in order to investigate how different preparation conditions influence the surface structure.
Three different a-C networks were obtained by an annealing and quenching technique, starting from molten samples of 512 C atoms and quenching them to a disordered solid phase in about 10 ps. The resulting bulk a-C networks have different atomic density (p = 2.2, 3.0 and 4.0 g . ~m-~), and 3-fold/4-fold coordinated percentages of 77/14, 56/42 and 20/80 respectively; coordination numbers were determined using a cutoff distance of 1.8 A to define nearest neighbours, a value which lays well within the first dip of the pair correlation function for all three systems. We label the networks as p2-TC, p3-TC and p4-TC, according to the value of the atomic density.
The a-C surfaces are then obtained by simulating the application of tensile strain on the computer-generated bulk networks until fracture occurs. Strain has been applied by progressively changing the dimension of one axis of the MD simulation cell and different preparation conditions have been mimicked with different strain simulation schemes. The total strain was applied in a sequence of 15 to 30 discrete steps, and after each step the system was allowed to relax to the closest ionic configuration of minimum energy. We used a displacement step t = 0.5 A and simulation times of 7 to 9 ps were typically required to produce the fracture of the bulk network. Fig. 1 shows the microfracture process for a typical application of tensile strain on such a network. Four selected snapshots are presented in the figure, more examples with different displacement steps can be found in [19] , together ' with a surface network, obtained by producing a surface via a sharp cut of the bulk network p3-TC.
Although the TC-TB hamiltonian has proved to be efficient and qualitatively accurate in several instances [5] , it does not describe properly some important features of the local structure: for example, it underestimates the sp3/sp2 fraction in a-C systems with densities in the range 3.0 to 4.0 g. cm -3, furthermore, no 3-fold rings and only a minimal amount of 4-fold rings are present in the TC-TB a-C networks. The existence of 3-and 4-fold rings has been well established in other works [4] , and gives rise to caracteristic features: 3-fold rings have a very particular signature in vibrational spectra and 4-fold rings show up clearly in the pair-correlation function, as the C-C diagonal of the square (M 2.1 A) causes a distinct peak.
Deficiencies of the TC-TB scheme are not a major concern for us, since we focus more on the trends exhibited by the structural properties of surfaces, as a function of the bulk density, than on their absolute values. Nevertheless, we decided to check the quality of the TC-TB results by comparing them with those of the more sophisticated environmental-dependent ED-TB hamiltonian [17] . The latter is known to provide results similar to those of the TC-TB model, if a density resealing of the sample is performed and limited to averaged macroscopic properties. In particular, the same sp3/sp2 ratio is obtained with the TC-TB and the ED-TB Hamiltonians, when considering a macroscopic density of 4.0 g. cmw3 in the former scheme and 3.0 g + cmP3 in the latter.
We produced two a-C networks with the ED-TB Hamiltonian with densities p = 3.0 and 4.0 g . cme3, by annealing and quenching them in the same way as for the TC-TB networks.
We labeled these bulk networks p3-ED and p4-ED and calculated sp3/sp2 ratios of 65/33 and 97/3. p3-ED (p4-ED) contains 4 (10) 3-fold and 23 (28) 4-fold rings.
The large supercells and long simulation times considered so far by us with TB hamiltonians are still out of reach of first-principles MD simulations. For example, the investigation of an a-Sic surface [20] using Density Functional Theory (DFT) in the Local Density Approximat ion ( LDA) was limited to a MD cell with 128 atoms and a short simulation time. A DFT-LDA calculation on a small carbon system and for a limited simulation time, however,
with the ED-TB and the TC-TB schemes by calculating for the resulting bulk networks and relaxed surfaces the forces with a micro-canonical first-principles DFT-LDA calculation [al] . We used a plane wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 35 RY for the expansion of the single particle orbitals, and norm-conserving pseudo-potentials. Only Bloch functions at the r-point of the Brillouin zone of the supercell have been taken into account [22] . Altogether four networks were examined with DFT: The TC-TB (ED-TB) bulk networks and the TC-TB (ED-TB) surface networks, produced by the application of tensile strain as explained above. We started first with the TC-TB network and calculated its total energy and forces according to LDA. Then we allowed the atoms to relax to the closest local minimum of the LDA total energy. For convenience in comparing total energies, we used a reference cell big enough to accommodate also the two surfaces produced by tensile strain to define the basis set. Large atomic relaxations have been obtained in this case. The same procedure was repeated for the ED-TB bulk network and surfaces. No major structural change occurred and we observed only minor atomic relaxations. The surface formation energy, however, is reduced by the DFT-LDA relaxation (0.13 eV/A" instead of 0.16 elf/A" in the ED-TB case).
This result confirmed the soundness of the ED-TB scheme and encouraged us to perform some of the calculations from the very beginning with the ED-TB Hamiltonian, by imposing tensile strains on p3-ED and p4-ED.
III. RESULTS
We characterise the structural properties of the surfaces (two for each strain simulation), by calculating their formation energy MZ, thickness a.~, roughness R,, number N, of atoms within a surface layer, and 3-and 4-fold coordination fractions (NsandN4) within this layer.
These results are summarised in Table I . The average surface formation energy AE is computed as half the difference, per unit surface area, between the total energy of the system prior to and after fracture. We find that L?Z? increases weakly for decreasing bulk density and does not vary appreciably as a function of strain conditions [19] .
The surface formation energies observed with the ED model are much smaller than the ones steeming from the TC-TB Hamiltonian. This can be explained with the observation, that we calculated much larger values for the stress tensor in the ED case than in the TC case. Since we kept the density fixed as an external constrain during the generation of the bulk, this stress energy diminishes the surface formation energy when the system is given room to expand (in one direction). Still, the observed structural trends are the same.
We define the surface thickness by considering the number of l-, 2-, 3-, and 4-fold coordinated atoms within a 1 A wide layer parallel to the surface, as a function of the position of the central plane of the layer, along the direction perpendicular to the surface (compare Fig. 2 ). As the middle of the a-C network is approached, these quantities tend to their respective average values in the bulk before fracture. As the vacuum region between the two surfaces is approached, they drop to zero. These atomic densities as a function of the central plane position for the network p3-ED are displayed in Fig. 2 . We define the surface as the transient region of the slab where the atomic densities raise from zero to their bulk values. We counted the total number N, of atoms in the surface slab, whose thickness is AZ, and calculated the corresponding percentage of 3-and 4-fold coordinated atoms, reported as N3 and N4 in Table I . As a general trend, we find that the higher the density of the bulk (and correspondingly the fraction of sp3 sites), the thinner the surface. Surface thicknesses of a-C samples with large sp2/sp3 ratio have been measured recently, and vary from 4 f 2 to 13 f 3 A, depending on the ion penetration depth (and thus the ion energy) during the film growth. Our results for the surface thickness of networks p3-TC (3.5 f 1 A), p4-TC (1.7 f 0.3 8+), p3-ED (3.2 f 0.4 A), p4-ED (1.6 rf 0.3 A) are consistent with these measurements.
We note that surfaces obtained for the p3-TC network with a sharp cut (see Rev. [19] ) have smaller thickness, consistently with the results reported by Drabold et al. [la] . At all densities, the surface mostly contains 3-fold coordinated atoms, together with some 4-fold and some 2-fold coordinated ones. We obtained 2-fold coordinated atoms within the surface layer in all simulations. However, the ratio between the number of 3-and 2-fold coordinated surface atoms is significantly enhanced when using the ED-TB Hamiltonian, although the trend as a function of bulk density remains unchanged. Furthermore, average macroscopic properies such as surface roughness and thickness do not change much when going from one TB scheme to the other, even if some features of the local structure are very different.
To make contact with AFM experiments on a-C films [g-11], we also calculated the surface roughness R, as R, = C 'zi-pe' [ll] . Experimentally, N is the number of height measurements in AFM scans, .& are the surface height values, and Z,,, is the average height within a certain area. We assumed a tip size equal to the covalent radius of a carbon atom and we sampled the surface hight within the simulation cell using a 20 x 20 uniform grid. In agreement with the experimental data we find that the surface roughness increases significantly with decreasing density: a factor of 2 (3) in going from the bulk network p3 (~4) to the network p2 (for both, the TC and the ED model). A quantitative determination of surface roughness, however, has to be carried out using much bigger simulation cells.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have studied structural models of computer generated a-C bulk networks and a-C surfaces and identified clear trends in their properties as a function of the macroscopic atomic density of the bulk. Our results are consistent with several experimental findings and indicate that surface properties depend weakly on the preparation conditions. The structural models generated in this work will be useful to evaluate electronic properties, and in particular to study the electron affinity of a-C surfaces, and to verify their claimed aptitude to cold emission. 
